A GAME FROM
DESNET AMANE FOR
3 - 6 PLAYERS

King Edgar’s castle and especially his treasury is the main target for the monsters, if it weren’t for those pesky guards trying
to protect the treasures. The players assume the roles of TROLLS, UNDEAD, AQUATIC ANIMALS, DEMONS, INSECTS AND
DRAGONS with only one thing on their mind…the Gold in King Edgar’s treasury.
You have to cooperate to overcome the pesky guards, but the real monster in you still wants a bigger share than your fellow
monsters! Have the most gold in the end and be the winner in this fast paced monstrous card game.

BE THE RICHEST MONSTER!
4 Castle tiles
Front:

Back:

5x Trolls

5x Dragons

5x Insects

5x Undead

5x Aquatic animals

5x Demons

12 King tiles

Front

40x 1

24x 2

Back

17x 10

1 Start player marker

12x 1 Star

2

Back:
12x 2 Stars

12x 3 Stars

Front

MONSTER

STRENGTH
This is the strength with
which the monster attacks
a guard.

HEALING COST

This is the amount in gold a player
has to pay if this monster loses a
fight.

BACK SIDE
ILLUSTRATION

SHOWING THE
MONSTER TYPE

GUARD STRENGTH
Shows the strength that is
needed by the monsters in
order to defeat this guard.

LOOT

The monsters that
defeat this guard split
the depicted gold value
between them.

GUARD LEVEL

There are 3 guard levels depicted by 1, 2
or 3 stars.

ILLUSTRATION
STRENGTH VALUE

Shows the range of strength
this guard can have.
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LOOT VALUE

Shows the amount of loot this
guard can have.

In a 3-player game, assemble
the Start(S) and End(E)
castle tiles.

S

E

1.
GUARD CARDS

In a 4-player game, assemble
the Start(S), 4/6 and End(E)
castle tiles.

4.

In a 5-player game, assemble
the Start(S), 5/6 and End(E)
castle tiles.

S

In a 6-player game, assemble
the Start(S), 4/6, 5/6, and
End(E) castle tiles.

5/6

S

E

4/6

5/6

E

king tiles

Nr. of players

3

4

5

6

King tiles:

6

6

5

6

4

MAIN GATE

GUARD SPACE 1

2.

3.

CARD SPACES
GUARD SPACE 2

GUARD SPACE 3

GUARD SPACE 4

TREASURY

CARD SPACES

5.

6.
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A)
OR
Example: Ani places her strength 4 monster on an open
space in the castle.

B)

Example: Ani replaces Inga’s strength 2 monster with her
strength 4 monster.
Example 1:
Example 2:

Note: A monster with 5 strength cannot be replaced.

Example 1: Ani can replace either of these monsters as their combined strength
(5) is lower than the maximum strength of the guard (6).
Example 2: Ani cannot replace either of the monsters here as their combined
strength (6) equals the maximum strength of the guard (6) here.
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=

=

=

Note: Since monsters can be replaced, some players might have more turns than others in a round.

A

B

C

Example of a 3-player game: A) Inga replaces Frank’s strength 2 monster with her strength 4 monster and pays 1 gold to the treasury.
B) Then it is Frank’s turn again and he replaces Inga’s strength 2 monster with his strength 3 monster, paying 1 gold to the treasury and 1 to
Inga. C) Since Inga cannot replace any monster, she places her strength 2 monster in the final free space. Since every space is now filled, it’s
time to fight the guards.
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Example: Inga and Frank have a combined strength of 6
and therefore defeat the guard. They now split the loot.
Since Frank has played the higher strength monster, he
takes 6 gold and Inga 5 gold of the total loot of 11 gold.

Important:
ends immediately, and no
more guard cards are revealed. Play continues with

Example: Inga and Frank don’t reach the 9 strength of the
guard and therefore lose the fight and don’t get any loot.

Example: Inga and Ani could not defeat the 3rd guard in
the castle. Therefore the remaining fight against the last
guard is also lost. Now Inga, Ani and Frank have to pay
the healing costs for their monsters. Inga = 1 gold, Ani =
1 gold, Frank = 2 gold. Only Jenny got lucky and does not
have to pay any healing costs.

A
B
Example: A) Jenny picks up the two face-down monster cards in
front of her and adds them to her hand. She now has a full hand
of 3 cards again. B) Both her monsters in the castle are flipped
over and she puts them face down in front of her.
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start player marker

next player

Example: Frank and Ani share last place with 19 gold each. Jenny is in second place with 23 gold. Inga wins as she managed to grab the most
loot with 32 gold.
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Note: If the strength value of a guard changes due to a king tile, the rules for replacing a monster still apply according to the original
values.

last

last
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